2007 pontiac grand prix power steering pump
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Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Power Steering Pump part. Reservoir Included. Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Sort by:. Part
Number: A Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : M16 x 1. Page 1
of 1 Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Dec 05, Good part works good and fits no problem at all.
Purchased on Jul 21, Helpful Automotive Resources. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Power
Steering Pumps Ensure a hassle-free driving experience with a top-quality power steering
pump. Symptoms of a Bad Power Steering Pump As mentioned, a failing power steering pump
can make your car harder to drive. Power Steering Not Working: Why This Happens and What to
Do Below is a detailed explanation of what can happen during a power steering failure,
according to the type of system. Types Of Power Steering Systems. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. What types of year, make, models, can I use to
interchange my power steering pump with in my grand Prix GT. Amanda answered 3 years ago.
Guru51QR2 answered 3 years ago. Guru6R1LD answered 10 months ago. I replaced the
tensioner assembly and put a new belt on. Immediately after starting the car the belt came off
again. My car broke down a couple months back, steering hard. Noticed under hood that belt
was off pulleys, but in good shape and pulleys do rotate. I don't think power steering pump
went out. But looks On my 95 grand prix 3. My power steering pump is leaking and how do I fix
it? Can I see a diagram of it? Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Power steering pump.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Pontiac
Bonneville 1 listing. Used Chevrolet Monte Carlo 3 listings. Used Pontiac Grand Am 4 listings.
Used Pontiac Firebird 10 listings. Used Cars for Sale. For now the fifth time in two years, the
rack and pinion has gone out. In addition during the two year period the pressure hoses have
been replaced twice and power steering pump has been replaced once. The rack and pinion
fails each time after about miles. Any ideas? Js answered about a year ago. Are you using
power steering fluid or transmission fluid? If you've been using transmission fluid, that's your
problem. It's not the same!! Hope that helps! Guru2WMGC answered about a year ago. It was
first thing we thought when initial failure occurred. Thanks for taking time to respond. Much
appreciated. You're welcome. Glad to help! Maybe buy from a different parts source. Years ago I
had repeated starter failures on my 66 Cadillac. They had all come from the same parts store. I
finally bought a Delco rebuilt starter and had no more trouble with it. In addition during the two
year period the pressure hoses have been replaced twice and power steering pump has been
replaced on Last night I was driving through some really heavy rain and at one point my power
steering went out. I need to know how to route my serpentine belt on my Pontiac Grand Prix
base model , but I need to skip the power steering pulley pump went out and cant change it at
this time. How long of a I have a pontiac grand prix that went into reduce power mode with
engine. Mechanic said that computer scan found an issue with the throttle body but they
physically can't reproduce it. What does Hi my power windows on my grand prix gt none of
them work they all went out at the same time I looked at my fuses and there all good my main
power switch everything on it still works but the I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Started with a fluid leak. High pressure
hose and pump were replaced. NO power steering after that, leak was still there. Steering rack
and another new pump went in. Still had a leak. And power steering only worked when the
accelerator was pushed. Finally no leaking but the pump whine was still there and the steering
was tight and only loosened up when the accelerator was pushed. Blew through another hose.
Don't know which one Same story. New hose, new pump. No one knows what is wrong with this
car. It finally isn't leaking but the pump whine is the same as it was in the beginning. Louder on
acceleration and louder still on tight corners. Steering is on point when driving but even after 5
new pumps I'm cranking the stereo to drown out the whine. Please help. Do you. The whine is

from the valve in pump really doesn'thurt anything cold be from improper fluid not saying it is.
When was belt and tensioner replaced last? To get whine out it could also be air so turn all the
way to left and hold for 30 seconds then all the way to right and hold for 30 seconds. Do that for
3 times whine may go away. Also check to make sure flid is full prior and after doing this. Was
this answer. Thanks for the reply. System has been fully flushed since the work was done. Tires
have been turned both ways 10x each side. Should have worked out all the air and now that the
leak has been repaired I can't see any air getting back into the system. I'm thinking the belt and
tensioner have never been replaced. But since the mechanic has installed 5 pumps I'm sure he
has had a good look at them by now. The whine is the least of my problems and I'm thinking I
might just have to get used to it. Why is the steering so tight without acceleration? Like I said
above the steering is perfect when accelerating but is super stiff without pushing the gas.
Makes for a workout when I'm trying to park. The pump also makes more of a groaning sound
rather then a whine the further the wheel is turned? I need to go out of town this weekend and
I'm nervous she won't make it. The low rpm problem could be the belt and tensioner
recommended replacement is 60k for both. It groans because it takes a lot of pressure and just
because it was flushed doesn't mean the air is out. It's easy to do what I said an dif it works hey
it fixed it. Thanks for the advice. I will get my husband to check the tension on the belt. After
doing a little more research, this might actually be the solution to my month long problem : Do
you have any idea on pricing for the belt and tensioner? And is it backyard repairable? My
husband has spent the last 6 or so years playing around with our mk1-mk3 VW's but this
domestic might be out of his league : Was this answer. It's fairly easy, just move the old
tensioner away from the belt takethe blet off takethe bolt holding the tendsioner on then replace
the tensioner and belt. Pic is for non supercharged and arrow shows direction to take tension
off tensioner. Image Click to enlarge. So the belt and tensioner look mint. I don't think this is the
problem. The car seems to have perfect steering first thing in the morning, after sitting all night.
But gets stiff shortly after? The problem is only when turning and it's a groaning sound that's
coming from the pump, the whine is gone or very quiet at its worst. Do you think it could be the
fluid? The fluid was clear. Now the fluid is pink? What do you think? Thanks again Was this
answer. You cannot go by color for fluid as different manufacturers use different colors. Ok
sorry for the long wait. I'm way up in the frozen north and it just been too damn cold to be out
looking at the car. So my husband has flushed the car with GM power steering fluid. Seems no
difference has been made. I've got nothing : This is my daily and I've been driving it as is just
taking extra care when parking. Do you think this problem could be totally unrelated to the
power steering? And just affecting it? Is this a trait of a faulty or failing pump? It's only stiff at
low RPM. Also my Hubby said that when he had the car up to bleed the system the tightness
was gone? He was able to turn the wheel while idling no problem. Without testing the pump for
proper pressure and making sure tires are inflated right then not much can say unless sit is a
cold weather thing like maybe suspension tings lacking grease but a lot of that is ungreasable
now. So I really have no further suggestions at this time. Normally when a steering box is bad or
going bad it will give problems cold then when it heats up it's fine. Please login or register to
post a reply. Related Steering Not Working Content. Just Wanting Turns The The Right Easily.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Power steering pump failed. Best money option
is to get a shorter belt. What is the belt size after the power steering pump pulley delete? My car
has an automatic transmission. It is very difficult to tell you size of the belts that would needed
to eliminate the power steering pump without measuring some things on the car. If I had to
guess, you may need a belt that is inches shorter than the original belt. Your local part store
may be able to help you get a shorter belt by using the length of your old belt. You could also
take a rope and put it around the pulleys you want to use and get the size that way as well.
Jamahl Walker Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Crankshaft positioning sensor
location and easiest way to change This engine has a crankshaft sensor mounted in the
transmission housing at the left rear of the engine. Read more. Stalling when driving, idling is
rough, and gas seems to be use up quickly. It also hesitates when accelerating. There's no
Check Engine Light on. This may be a sign of a failing throttle position sensor or mass air flow
sensor. As you may know, the mass air flow sensor monitors the air flow into the intake as it is
mixed with fuel prior to Power steering needing fluid Hello, thanks for your question. In order to
answer your question I would need more detailed information. Power steering systems use
hoses, a pressure hose, and a return hose. The pressure hose goes from the pump to the power
steering My power steering pump keeps blowing the filter apart where is the pressure switch is
located. The power steering pump filter is needed to keep the fluid clean to prevent failure to the
steering system. The filter is being blown from the pressure control valve is not working

properly. I recommend replacing the pressure control valve The car has no electrical power at
all Hi. I would recommend to have a technician check for any loose power or ground wiring. I
also recommend that the technician use a test light to How do I open a driver's side door when
the closing latch is broken? If the latch itself, the one bolted to the inside of the door, will not
grab the hook on the car body, then the latching mechanism may be the part that needs to be
replaced. Sometimes dirt and grime can Can I drive my car even the brake and abs light on or
not? Hi, thanks for writing in. It is not recommended to drive the vehicle until you have the
brake system diagnosed to find out the problem. Seized lock cylinder Hi there, thanks for
writing in. First off, you don't need to go to a VW shop or the dealership to have an ignition lock
cylinder replaced. As a matter of fact, one of our professional mechanics can complete this One
of the rack and pinion boot is wet, but the power steering fluid container is to the normal level. If
the boot is getting wet but is not actively leaking or show drips then the leaks is considered
only a residue leak and may not need to have any work needed. For the noise you did not
mention the Related articles. How to Check the 5 Essential Fluids in Your Car Checking your oil
and adding engine coolant, brake fluid, power steering fluid, and windshield washer fluid are
essential for maintaining your car. How to Replace a Power Steering Fluid Reservoir A few signs
of a faulty power steering fluid reservoir include the smell of power steering fluid burning and a
whining noise while turning. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Power Steering Input Shaft Seal
Common signs include low levels of power stering fluid, difficulty steering, and a whining noise
when turning the wheel. Browse other content. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a
week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home
or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The power steering pump is a belt-driven or
electric-driven hydraulic pump that generates the hydraulic pressure needed to provide power
steering assist. It develops output pressures of 1, PSI or more. The pump output is directed to
the steering gear, often a rack and pinion type unit, where the hydraulic pressure pushes on the
steering rack, greatly reducing the effort it would otherwise take to turn the steering wheel. If
the power steering pump is operated without an adequate amount of fluid, and the pump
reservoir will not hold fluid due to a large leak. The pump could seize, which would snap the
serpentine belt and likely leave you stranded. If the pump turns and there is adequate fluid, but
there is no power assist, it will require much greater effort to turn the steering wheel, and that
presents inherent safety risks. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Power Steering. When to consider replacing the power steering pump: Groaning or
whining noise when turning. Noise can occur if there is wear on the pump bearings or impeller
vanes. A low fluid level or trapped air can also cause noises. If the pump has already been
operating while dry, adding fluid may not resolve the noise and replacement of the pump might
be necessary. Power steering fluid leaks. Leaks can develop at pump seals, threaded
connections, hoses, or on the steering rack and pinion unit. Pump seal leaks will generally
require a replacement. Difficult steering. Should you notice it is harder to turn the steering
wheel, it might mean the power steering pump output pressure is too low, or there could be
blockages in the pump or lines. Damage to the pump pulley. Should the pump pulley become
damaged or is loose on the pump shaft, you might detect vibration, drive belt damage, or hard
steering. Either the pulley will have to be serviced or the pump assembly replaced. How do
mechanics replace the power steering pump? If driven by a drive belt, the power steering pump
is bolted to the engine via a bracket that allows for adjustment of the pump drive belt. Once the
engine is cold, and safe to work on, the drive belt is removed. If driven by an electric pump, the
pump may be mounted in conjunction with the steering shaft or in conjunction with the steering
rack. With either a drive belt or electric pump, removal of any dash, panel, or steering
components is performed to access the pump. The threaded connectors to the pump inlet and
outlet are loosened and removed. Any mounting bolts and brackets are removed so the pump
can be removed. If the old pump has failed catastrophically, or there is reason to suspect
contaminants in the power steering hoses, the system is flushed. The new pump is bolted on,
the pressure and return hoses attached and the system is bled of all air. Finally, the engine is
run and the car is road tested to confirm normal steering effort. If a new drive belt was installed,
belt tension is measured again, and adjusted as needed, after the belt has run for a few minutes.
Is it safe to drive with a power steering pump problem? When replacing the power steering
pump keep in mind: Any belts driving the pump should be inspected and replaced as needed.
The pump will only produce the required hydraulic pressure if it is driven by the belt at an
adequate speed. Power steering leaks from aged rubber hoses, particularly where the rubber is
crimped to the steel tube, are not unusual and should be carefully inspected. The system
operates under high pressure. The fluid is flammable, and if leaking fluid happens to contact a
hot engine part, a fire might result. You always want to be sure the hoses and connections are

sound. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Pontiac Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet
some of our expert Pontiac mechanics Real customer reviews from Pontiac owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Matt 13 years of experience. Request Matt. Very
knowledgeable and professional, couldn't of asked for anyone better, car runs great! It's nice to
be in a position to have a mechanic not trying to upsell you or rip you off, it's more of a relaxing
feeling knowing the job you pay for is the job being done! Thanks Matt!!!! Clifton 25 years of
experience. Request Clifton. Great job, thanks so much. Johnathan 5 years of experience.
Request Johnathan. Got me the best deal and did a great job. Salvador 19 years of experience.
Request Salvador. Second job,of Salvador,and again outstanding as always,I can say with
ease,I've found my Mechanic. He can do all my repairs,anytime,Thanks Salvador. How can we
help? Read FAQ. Service type Power Steering Pump Replacement. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select your vehicle year. Refine
by:. Power Steering Pump part. Reservoir Included. Showing 1 - 15 of 40 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Part Number: A Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core C
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harge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : M16 x 1. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 40 results.
Sep 16, Jacob Mcvay. Purchased on Sep 01, Jun 11, Eazy Fix. The purchase was shipped and
received expeditiously and was a high quality product. The installation was easy to do and
intuitive. Thank you and I will use your services again as well as recommend you to my friends.
Purchased on May 16, Helpful Automotive Resources. Best Power Steering Pumps Without a
functional power steering pump, you would have a hard time steering your car. Replace a failing
pump immediately to prevent potential damage to the rest of the steering system. Power
steering pumps are designed to help you steer your vehicle with minimal effort. Therefore,
having a bad power steering pump can definitely have a big impact on vehicle handling. What
are the Signs of. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

